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XPander XPansion !!!
XPander!
Over the last few years XPander
has established itself as perhaps
the premier high-end power
distribution product in high-end
audio.
It provides oustanding resolution, dynamics, tonal balance,
harmonic integrity and purity.
As with all Kubala-Sosna products, it does so from an extremely quiet background.
Marshall Nack commented in his
PFO review, “... it is fully expressive of the beauty in music—the
XPander balances both sides. This
is great stuff, the best product yet
from the K-S brand.”

Jim Merod, in his PFO review said
the following, “The central virtue of
the XPander is its mysterious ability
to make each attached piece of
audio-related equipment perform at
a significantly higher level of sonic
detail and musical relaxation.
Never in the solitude of my listening
realm have I placed a piece of gear,
of any kind, into its overstocked
racks that so thoroughly transformed the total musical envelope
and detailed vivacity of my system
with so much added resolution.”
Owners of XPander have offered
similar praise. However, a common suggestion was to have a unit
with more outlets.

In response to that, KubalaSosna is announcing a 10-outlet
XPander! The original 7-outlet
will continue to be available.
The new unit continues to use
the no-buss-bar design and
utilizes the same point-to-point
wiring philosophy as the original
XPander. Yes it is more expensive to manufacture, but the
sonic results are worth it!
We invite you to experience the
magical enchantment of KubalaSosna products that Connect to
the Performance like no others!
Please let us know how you
enjoy your experience with
XPander!

Introducing Persuasion Cables !!!
Kubala-Sosna Research is proud
to announce a new cable line we call it PERSUASION!
This new cable is a trickle-down
design from the newest OptimiZ3 cables announced in 2017.

Persuasion is our best cable utilizing traditional architecture, and is
placed in the line between Anticipation and Fascination.

namics and transparency, while
maintaining the overall balance
that is the hallmark of every
Kubala-Sosna cable.

Persuasion improves on the
performance of Anticipation in dy-

Like all K-S cables, performance
is far above its price point.
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